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MOTTO 

 

 

 

“Work hard in silence, Success be you noise.” 

     -Frank Ocean 

 

 

    

 

“You can’t change how other people think and act, but 

you’re in full control of you.” 

-Nic Stone 
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The aim of the research is to know how the central frames of color-blind 

racism are experienced by minorities in Nic Stone‟s novel “Dear Martin.” This 

research used a descriptive qualitative method. In collecting the data, the 

researcher analyzed the object by using the theory of color-blind racism by 

Bonilla Silva. The results of the research are in the form of several findings 

about racist acts in ideology of color-blind racism by the majority (white people) 

against the minority (black people) especially the teenager of African-American. 

There are four central frames of color-blind racism as the problem of this 

research, namely; Abstract Liberalism, Naturalization Racism, Cultural Racism, 

and Minimization Racism. The researcher found that racist acts still occur in 

African-American life based on the four central frames color-blind racism 

system applied to racial equality in the novel. 

 

Keywords: Dear Martin, Racism, Color-Blind Racism, Sociological. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of  The Research 

Racism is an inseparable part of Africa-America history and culture, 

based on a single principle, the white majority‟s conviction that they are 

superior to all people of color, racism also defined as the hate of one person 

by another because of customs, language, skin color, or any factor (Reid, 

2019: 15). Where the racism related between concept discrimination of 

ethnic, religion, race, custom, or physical characteristics of a person. The 

attitude of racism gives an action that feels a higher degree compared to 

people who lower identity. Another definition of racism according to Alana, 

she explains that racism is such a pervasive concept that it‟s easy to mistake it 

for something that simply exists; a fact of existence. Racism is therefore 

linked to the fear and even hate that people are generally supposed to have for 

one another (Lentin, 2011: 6). 

Racism in an ideology which stated that racial differences can cause 

problem in the society that will never end until now. Racism also arise 

because the differences in terms of psychology, ideology, and economics. 

There are many racist act that occur around us can described that racist in 

human life is a serious problem and difficult to avoid. Racism in the United 

States and several other countries is still expand and created an intractable 

conflict throughout the civilization of the world community and becomes a 
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dark history for all nations in this world. 

The phenomenon and cases of racism are a form of hostility towards 

black people, resulting in their group being attacked often for no reason and 

simply assumed inferiority complex. Racism is also something that is 

irrational and often toxic. In many racist cases, the death of George Floyd is 

seen as a reflection of the various phenomena of racism that aroused the 

anger of the black people in the United Stated. The phenomenon of racism in 

Indonesia also often occurs openly, especially the racist treatment 

experienced by Papuans and other countries. This explains that racism is a 

problem of the world that often occurs and is difficult to stop. 

A novel “Dear Martin” by Nic Stone published in 2017, this book 

appeared as on The New York Time Best Seller and got some accolades. 

Dear Martin described the reality in people‟s lives. Nic Stone in his novel 

tells of a teenager who experiences racist acts by white people. This of course 

has to do with the real life of a part of American society who oppressed 

minorities. As we know that racist action was born from the thinking of 

American society, which says that black people are not the same as white 

people, even considering that minorities are very lowly people. So that this 

thought is raised in a novel with a background about the condition of African 

people receiving unfair treatment from Americans. 

Literary works have various forms, genres, conflicts in stories, and any 

events that are born in a story that can basically describe reality in people‟s 

lives, or an imaginative thought from the author himself. According to 
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Emmanuel in the process of creating literary works, an author may include 

facts about events or real life of people, but they combined these facts with 

imaginary settings and situation (Emmanuel, 2018: 15). The novel tells a 

story about a situation that is meant to represent real life or to raise the 

reader‟s imagination (Danesi, 2010: 75). 

Literature is research that is concerned with people; about their life and 

events, literature is related with all things (Norhaili & Harison, 2014: 2). 

According to Habib, the relationship of literature is inextricable with religion, 

politics, morality, and philosophy, and can be said that literature was deeply 

related to all facets of people‟s lives (Habib, 2011:1). 

Literature refers to the creative and imaginative writing that aims to 

emotionally and intellectually engage readers through major literary genres 

including drama, poetry, and novels, as well as sub genres like fable, parable, 

and short stories (Emmanuel, 2018: 10). Of the many literary works that were 

born from their creators, one form of literary work that was born in the form 

of writing, one example is the novel. Novel is also one of the greatest forms 

of work in a literary work, where the author gives beautiful things in their 

writing, so that people reading them can feel the beauty that is in the writing. 

Jamie said, the novel is a substantial story with several characters and a plot 

that spans a long time period and may have many settings (Jamie, 2015: 53). 

The novel “Dear Martin” obviously describes a phenomenon that is 

familiar to African-American people, that racism is a view against 

understanding held by society and denies a certain group of people based on 
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race, degree, religion, and another. According to Paul, racism is founded on 

the idea from white people which is a powerful fiction imposed by power and 

violence. Racism has long been a feature of many human cultures for 

justifying inequality and violence towards those who are inferior or different 

(Kivel, 2011: 17). 

One of the racist actions that appear in this novel is very different from 

the racist in previous years, where the majority emphasized torture on the 

minority. “Dear Martin” has a very different racism conflict and it can be 

said that the racism that appears in this novel is a new type of racism issue. 

The type of racism in question is color-blind racism with the term “racism 

without racists,” this form of racism is hidden, invisible, and does not seem 

racist. This form of racist ideology is very dangerous. 

Other than that, the writer also would like to correlate verses of holy 

Qur‟an between racism issues which has been described above, based on 

Islamic views, Allah SWT said in Q.S. Al-Hujurat 49-13: 

 

 

 

“O mankind! We created you into nations and tribes from a single (pair) 

of male and female. So that you could know one another (do not hate each 

other). Surely, in God‟s eyes, the person who hates God is the noblest of 

people. Allah is All-Wise and All-Knowing.” 

Based on the holy Qur‟an verse above, it is really clear that Allah SWT 

provides perfection to His creation. To create humans with different ethnic 
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groups, but Allah SWT, prohibits us to differentiate all human beings and still 

know each other in equality. Islam is one of the religions that refused the 

ideology of racism, because racism can break mankind in kinship. Islam is 

also a religion that effaced racial problems in mankind. 

The majorities of white people stated that “I do not see color, but only 

people,” there is no such thing as discrimination and equal opportunity is 

available to everyone, whether white, black or Latin, they all believe that 

America has achieved racial equality. Color-blind racism is a racial ideology 

that to try emphasizes the most effective way to end discrimination against 

minorities by treat them as equally as possible, regardless of ethnic, race, or 

culture. Color-blind racism is part of the past so that this ideology is to 

restrict human understanding of the concept of race and racism in the 

community. However, this is not enough to heal racial wounds that 

experience acts of racism, so this ideology is considered another form of 

racism. 

However, the concept of color-blind racism is inseparable from being 

racist, even though racial equality already exists in the life between white 

people and black people, but black people feel that they will not be separated 

from being racist. Psychology researchers, specifically Eduardo Bonilla-

Silva, coined the term “color-blind racism” to describe the “new” racist 

ideology that white people used in post-Civil Rights America (Silva, 2014: 

1). Colorblindness, or the inability to see color (race), is universal argument 

that white use to justify racial discrimination in today‟s culture (Silva, 
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Forman, & Embrick, 2000-2014). 

The purpose of the researcher chose a novel Dear Martin by Nic Stone as 

the object of research, first because the researcher is interested in analysis 

literature. This novel also is a very interesting story because it really depicts 

the life of society, not only in America there, but also indirectly in Indonesian 

society. This novel provides many moral values that can be seen from the 

characters and plot in the story. Then the racist action in this novel is a new 

case as a conflict of racism. 

 

B. Research Question 

Based on the background of the research above, the researcher 

formulated research question as follow: 

How are the central frames of color-blind racism experienced by 

minorities in Nic Stone‟s novel “Dear Martin”? 

 

C. Research Objectives 

Related to the problems above, the researcher showed the objectives of 

the research as follow: 

To identify how the central frames of color-blind racism are experienced 

by minorities in Nic Stone‟s novel “Dear Martin.” 
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D. Research Significance 

This research can contribute to the development of literature science, 

especially in the phenomenon of racism, can provide contribution to 

development of knowledge, particularly the literary study in the novel Dear 

Martin by Nic Stone about central frames of color-blind racism as a new 

theory in the issues of racism, and this research can useful as a references for 

the next researcher who would like to make further research about racism 

especially in English and Literature Department. 

 

E. Scope of The Research 

In this research, the researcher focused on analyzing a novel Dear Martin 

by Nic Stone using Bonilla Silva theory about color-blind racism from beside 

the author‟s life experiences. These theories are mentioned in four central 

frames of racism such as abstract liberalism of racism, naturalization of 

racism, cultural racism, and minimization of racism. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 In this chapter, the researcher presents the previous findings as related 

this research and the theories of the problem formulated in chapter I. 

A. Previous Findings 

Suryani (2021) in her thesis Color-Blind Racism Based on the Dear 

Martin Novel by Nic Stone (2017); A Sociological Perspective. This research 

used a qualitative method, where the data source is a novel Dear Martin by 

Nic Stone. The data collection technique used documentation technique. The 

problem raised in this research about color-blind racism and from the result, 

the researcher found three types of frames color-blind racism, they are; 

cultural racism, minimization racism, and abstract liberalism, and then color-

blind racism reflected in the novel using literary elements. 

Anjasmara (2020) in his thesis Racism Reflected in Nic Stone‟s Dear 

Martin 2017; A Critical Race Theory. This thesis used as a reference is 

critical racial theory in the novel “Dear Martin” by Stone as an object. The 

method used by researchers in this thesis was library research by collecting 

data from objects suitable with the issues to be analyzed. There are three 

racism issues in this thesis, namely; institutional is the distinction in 

punishment between black and white in criminal cases, interpersonal is that 

the two races look badly off each other, and internal is a case of racism 

against themselves or their own people. 
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Abielah (2016) in the research title Racial Prejudice in Harper Lee‟s “Go 

Set A Watchman.” Her research identified racial prejudice in Harper‟s novel, 

Go Set A Watchman. The data was collected by interpreting and analyzing 

the words, sentences and dialogues from the novel. So the results show that 

the racial prejudice that happens in the novel Go Set A Watchman has four 

aspects social structure, they are; economic life aspect, legal processes and 

politics, inter-racial marriage and family patterns, and the educational aspect. 

Robiah (2018) in her thesis Racism Reflected in Colour Blind Novel 

(1968) by Cookson; Critical Race Theory. This research analyzed the racism 

reflected in the novel “Color Blind” by Cookson as an object by using critical 

race theory. Data collection is done by analyzing and interpreting 

descriptively as the method in this research. The racism issue illustrated in 

this research is the existence of unfair treatment by the majority group of 

minorities which leads to community racism. 

The similarity between this research and the four previous studies are 

that they all raise the issue of racism of the majority against minorities that 

occurs in American society and from the four previous studies they all 

analyzed the novel about racism as an object. The previous findings are that 

Suryani showed the same analysis as this research, where in her thesis 

analysis the central frames of color-blind racism in the novel Dear Martin 

used Bonilla Silva theory. Other similarities are seen from the research 

method and the research concept that is about literature. 

The differences are research focuses on analyzing the action of racism 
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which is a new racism about color-blind racism. This racism is based on 

frames of color-blind racism, a new theory suggestion by Eduardo Bonilla 

Silva. For the thesis from Suryani also analyzed color-blind racism used the 

theory from Eduardo Bonilla Silva and also used novel “Dear Martin” by Nic 

Stone as an object, but this research just only analyzed three the central 

frames of color-blind racism and analyzed color-blind racism reflected in the 

novel. While, this research analyzed four types of frames of color-blind 

racism in the novel Dear Martin using Bonilla Silva theory. The conclusions 

of the four research above focus on analyzing racism received by black 

people from the issue of racism, racial prejudice, to unfair treatment in the 

majority group. 

 

B. Pertinent Ideas 

1. Definition Racism 

As it is known that racism was born and developed in America in the 

1700s when it was known as the era of slavery which made the minority as 

a slave. The majority of white people do not consider themselves to be 

subject of black supervision and judgment. White people have a tendency 

to believe that black people see them just as they want them to be seen and 

white people believe they are on a higher and superior stage (Helen, 2017: 

142). The belief is obvious, permanent, hierarchical distinctions between 

human groups identified in terms of genetics, physical appearance, or 

ancestry is referred to as “race” (Fleming, 2018: 8-9). 
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Diangelo stated “I just finished presenting a description of racism that 

acknowledges white‟s social and cultural control above people of color” 

(Diangelo, 2018: 1). The both perspectives above, see racism as a 

mechanism of dominance that exists in social structure and organizations, 

whereas others see it as a mental illness, racism also encompasses 

dominance and prejudice, properties, and behavior, and the distribution of 

property and power as well as pigment differences. The term racism is 

related to life in a community group and race, the existence of racism is a 

form of difference in terms of psychology, ideology, and economy. The 

condition of racism in a society is the existence of several race groups with 

the culture that they carry is different from each race, so that there is an 

inequality of relations with one another. 

Racism in the ideology of society shows resentment towards a 

different race group, more specifically, the majority who do not agree with 

the minority, so that in this problem, the terms white and black people 

emerged. White people or the majority argue the opinion that their position 

and level are higher than black people or minorities. This issue shows to 

discrimination, enslavement, and racist acts committed by whites people to 

black people. 

The existence of racism ideology gives many descriptions of the 

treatment of racism in the world. Not only in America, inadvertently racist 

began to enter other countries with different racist treatments. It can be 

said that the world has long faced a pandemic of racism, but racism 
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continues to appear in the lives of people. Even in Indonesia, racist acts 

have emerged in the form of a campaign by the Papua community that 

raised the issue of discrimination against the Indonesian population to 

Papua community. 

Of course, in general racism is a view, attitude and action which 

discriminatory against certain groups on the basis of biological differences. 

Diangelo stated the confession that whites wield social and institutional 

control over people of color is part of racism (Diangelo, 2018: 1). 

According to Bonilla Silva, racism is defined differently by whites and 

people of color, the white people assume racism is a prejudice, while 

people of color claim that racism is systematic or institutionalized. Then it 

racial convenience tries to present a balanced description by claiming that 

white people‟s racial attitudes represent change and resistance (Silva, 

2014: 5-6). 

Based on the definitions and concepts above, this research takes one 

issue that occurs in racism, it is color-blind racism. This form of racism is 

a form of racism which was proposed by Bonilla Silva about a new racism 

and according to her it is very difficult to understand, because this racism 

is different from previous forms of racism. 

 

2. Color-Blind Racism 

Over time, there is a new racism which is better known as Color-Blind 

Racism which is part of the racism issue. This ideology has a role in the 
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life experience of a society to forget the racism issue in the past. Color-

blind racism is a form of racism that is hidden, invisible, and seems very 

dangerous. According to Silva in her book “Racism without Racists: 

Color-Blind Racism and the Persistence of Racial Inequality in the United 

States,” color-blind racism has arisen as a new powerful ideology to 

defend the current racial order. Color-blind racism on the other hand, is a 

strange racial ideology, while it specializes in “blaming the victim,” as all 

ideologies do, it does so in a somewhat indirect, “now you see it, now you 

do not” manner that is consistent with the current racism (Silva, 2014: 25). 

This form of racism also shows that Africa-America society has 

achieved racial equality. Racial equality which means that there is no 

longer any act of discrimination or enslavement in society by the majority 

to minority, but this form of racism is known to be more dangerous 

because the views of the majority do not care about racial issues 

experienced by black people that clearly still occur around them, and they 

already knew their position as white people. 

According to Shannon, the line of reasoning contributes to the anti-

racist tactic of color-blindness which is to “not see,” this term to not 

include race in any of one‟s judgment of others (Shannon, 2014: 3). Color 

blind-racism provides an opportunity to place all people. The minority 

assumes that racial equality makes them free from racist actions, but racial 

equality itself makes the minority still accept racist treatment by the 

majority. Although white people no longer see color (color blindness), 
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racism is still born from their thinking, and accidentally still plays the race 

between the both. 

Color-blind racism hides the fact that the black people still face 

systematic discrimination and left behind white in many important areas or 

aspects of life. Their chances of pursuing up to whites are very narrow. As 

a result, dominant racial frames serve as a road map for rulers as they walk 

the often rough road to dominance (Silva, 2014: 26). 

Some arguments from experts and communities believe that the color-

blind racism was indeed there and it is a good thing. However, the color-

blind racism was not desirable and may cause more harm in inter-racial 

interactions. The perspective of color-blind racism was viewed as an 

ideology that provides a framework in which to ignore racism. 

 

3. Central Frames of Color-Blind racism 

The central frames are a component of the ideology of color-blind 

racism that is assigned to interpretation the racial issues. The central 

frames of color-blind racism are determined based on analysis of the 

interviews with DAS respondents and college students revealed color-

blind racism contains central frames, these frames are employed by the 

vast majority (white people) respondents. 

The four central frames are abstract liberalism, naturalization, 

cultural racism, and minimization of racism. Among the four central 

frames of color-blind racism, abstract liberalism is the most important in 
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the issue of racism, because it is the basis of the new racism ideology and 

is also difficult to understand. The following is the definition the four 

central frames of color-blind racism by Bonilla Silva, as follows: 

a. Abstract Liberalism 

According to Silva in his book, the frames of abstract liberalism 

involves abstracting concept from political liberalism (e.g., “fair 

opportunity,” the thought that compulsion should not be used to achieve 

social policy) and economic liberalism (e.g., option, individualism) to 

justify racial issue (Silva, 2014: 28). As explained, this form of racism 

is related to politics and economics. Abstract liberalism emphasizes the 

ideas of liberalism and the existence of equal opportunity, both of 

which believe that politics and economics only create divisions toward 

race groups. There are principles in abstract liberalism, such as: 

1) Equal opportunity 

The existence of a racial equality system in the ideology of 

color-blind racism provided by minorities to forget about racist 

issues, so that one of the principles of this ideology is equal 

opportunity which explained the treatment between individuals or 

groups in accepting fair conditions and opportunities. 

Equal opportunity was available to everyone, equality and 

opportunity are everyone‟s right. But a few of the white people think 

that this equality and opportunity is only given to minorities, so that 

the majority feel this is unfair and harms the white people 
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2) Meritocracy 

Meritocracy is more to the principle of white people, where the 

view of white people in this form of racism is based on their 

principle “Where a people are appreciated and selected based on 

their hard work, not from the privileges they have,” so that the 

majority think that minority are not seen from work hard or 

achievement but a special place given by the minority. Finally, the 

white people feel that this also deserved to be given by the majority 

and is more special in anything. 

The idea of meritocracy is that people receive rewards based on 

their achievements and actions, and they must work hard to gain 

recognition. This idea makes evidence of how white people and 

black people work hard and get the same rewards, but factor in the 

privileges that each has between the two groups. The majority 

(white people) show affirmative action that there is a difference in 

privilege between the majority and the minority, and consider all of 

them to be different. 

Abstract liberalism allows white people to express concern for 

race, social inequality, and at once oppose race-specific policies directly 

to resolve racial inequality. Abstract liberalism believes that no group 

should be selected to get “special treatment” and “individual freedom” 

which is something that must be protected above all else. 
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But, ironically, this allowed white people to protect their status and 

their own group interests at the expense of the special group interests of 

minorities. This form of justification for white people who have the 

privileges they have and do not care about the negative consequences that 

blacks receive. 

Here we can still see racial inequality, therefore the ideology 

underlying abstract liberalism serves to show and inform us that we all 

have equal opportunities. However, the racial divide is shown where 

white people blame the rights of minorities which are obtained from 

working hard to achieve what they want and here whites are trying to 

show the privileges they have and do not want these privileges to be lost 

and blacks have to accept that. 

The frame of abstract liberalism explains that the majority sees 

minorities as having equal access to education, accomodations, and jobs. 

They assume that discrimination is only an individual act. The majority 

use abstract liberalism to emphasize the bootstrap concept (act on its 

own) of how black people have to work hard to achieve these goals 

without special support. So that the existence of affirmative action, which 

is a form of claim, requires that minorities ignore various institutional 

practices and are given by the state and do not care about negative 

consequences. This emphasizes and provides many reasons that 

minorities should ignore history. 
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Abstract liberalism proves that black people do not deserve 

recognition that must be equal to white people. The existence of racial 

equality in this case is only a form of effort to forget the racist history 

that has been experienced by black people. Although there is racial 

equality applied in the United States, the majority have more status and 

they are the first to deserve privileges in any case. 

b. Naturalization Racism 

Naturalization is a frame that encourages white people to 

rationalize racism or racial expression by claiming they are natural 

occurrences (Silva, 2014: 28). This frame of racism is the existence of 

racial groups which is a natural event, this frame also was said to be 

natural because it was born of the incident and believed to come from 

groups or communities. The frame of naturalization strengthens them 

that racism is not a racist thing. 

This form of color-blind racism is a phenomenon where the 

separation between the two groups is considered normal because of 

their backgrounds. Naturalization is a form that allows white people to 

justify/manage racial inequality as if it were an unavoidable/natural 

occurrence. 

c. Cultural Racism 

According to Silva, cultural racism is a frame that uses direct 

reasoning of culture to justify minority status in society, such as 

“Mexicans do not place a high value on education” or “Black people 
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have too many babies” (Silva, 2014: 28). Cultural racism supports the 

existence of racial and cultural differences to explain the position of 

minorities in society. 

In this case, an argument or a view from the white people 

assumes that the black people are living in poverty. So that the model of 

this racism explained by Eduardo as a “culture of poverty.” Where the 

majorities see the minorities as dangler because they are poor. 

Cultural racism is the third form of the central frames of color-

blind racism which explains the social economic status of minorities. 

Majorities often denounce black people for failure because they do not 

make remaining choices in adapting to normal culture. This form 

criticizes minorities for their dysfunctional cultural and family values. 

This is a criticism that is closely connected with the two previous forms 

which explain the concept of bootstrap and are rationalized by the 

majority. 

d. Minimization Racism 

Minimization of racism is a frame that assumes that 

discrimination is no longer a major factor impacting minorities‟ chances 

of life, “It‟s better now than it was before” or “Discrimination exists, 

but there are plenty of work opportunities” (Silva, 2014: 29). This form 

of racism to minimize the issue of racism in the social sphere, model of 

this racism shows that there is no longer a discrimination which 

influenced the life opportunity of minorities, the opinion of white 
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people that racism is something that is usually done by the majority and 

does not care about the racism in around them. 

Minimization racism is another form of the majority to show 

racism. This form was considered particularly dangerous because it 

allowed white people to ignore claims of racial inequality experienced 

by individuals or minorities. Minimization is known as “playing the 

race card” or accusation and “reverse discrimination” or accuse 

minorities of being over sensitive and using race as an excuse. 

Minimization also allows white people to act racist through the 

rhetoric of color-blind racism, by silencing the voices of the oppressed, 

to tell those experiencing racism that black people are “hypersensitive” 

people, and allowing for oppression that black people accept. 

 

C. Sociological Literature Approach 

Sociological approach is one of literary studies to understand and assess 

literary works based on community and social aspects. In sociological 

literature to understand literary phenomena in relation to the social aspect of 

humans in society. According to Michele, sociological is the collection of 

concepts and conceptual frameworks used to make sense of society‟s 

multidimensional, empirical patterns and underlying processes (Michele, 

2014: 28). 

Sociology is a science that studies social relationships and gets data from 

a variety of source literature. Human relationships and their environment are 
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represent in literature and sociology. One of the ways to interact with the 

environment is real life. Sociological can be taught as a collection of literary 

facts and their implications for the social context. According to Jonathan, 

sociological theory is a theory that describes the social universe related to 

human actions in life, environment conditions, and social processes that are 

important for understanding reality at the time and place in particular 

(Jonathan, 2014: 1-2). 

Seth Abrutyn said Sociological is an action in the view of sociology 

one‟s belief in thinking that focuses on cultural issues, identity, habits, 

socialization, and framing (Seth, 2016: 187). In general sociology of literature 

can be defined as the study of the relationship between literary works and 

society. This relationship can be in two directions, such us; how the social 

context influences literary writers in building their imagination and how the 

implications of their work on social life in general. 

Sociology concepts, they must state the point of view of 

multidimensional action in life. The relationship between literature and 

society, literary works have broad social implications. Sociology seeks to 

understand all aspects that affect people‟s lives or can be called social 

implications. Sociology is the study of social relationship with the group as 

the major focus rather than the individual, the scientific study of nature, 

development of society, and social behavior (Muck & Anang, 2013: 2). In 

this thesis, the researcher used the sociological approach because the color-

blind racism is the social phenomenon that always develops in the social life 
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of society. 

Racism is one of the problem related in human life to refers a various 

beliefs, practices, social relations that result of superiority, power, privilege 

for some people, as well as discrimination and oppression to other people. 

The existence of color-blind racism ideology that applied racial equality is 

again a problem for society, especially the minority. It is described that there 

are problems in the aspect of society and the impact to human life based on 

the sociological literature approach. 

Sociology in literature describes events that occur in society and are 

created into literary works. The main discussion in sociological literature is 

the relationship between literature and society, where literature itself is made 

in imagination into a work that describes social problems in real life, the 

reality of life, and actions that occur in society. So, the researcher used the 

sociological approach to describe the racist actions in the novel and related 

the color-blind racism theory by Eduardo Bonilla Silva into the four central 

frames of color-blind racism. 

In this research, the theory of sociological approach used a basis for 

analyzed the conflict in life of African-American in the novel Dear Martin, 

more precisely the racist conflict known as color-blind racism. The theory of 

sociological approach applied through several read sources such as journals, 

articles, and books which have related to the problem raised in this research. 

The sociological approach is also applied through problem in literary works 

in the form of novel as an object by looking the relationship of literary works 
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with social reality. The problems that used as topic in this research are seen 

from reality of social problems and their relationship to what is applied in 

literary works. 

 

D. Racism in America 

The United States is one of the countries that is used as a criterion for the 

ideal standard of state life. The United States of America is a country 

inhabited by all races of various kinds of people around the world. After 

Barack Obama was appointed as President, he became a figure of 

representatives of black people, a manifestation of policy as well as the 

strength of the United States in multiculturalism. Even so, It is not mean the 

United States is not free from problems, with the condition of the country 

inhabited by several race and ethnicity from various worlds allowing for a 

conflict between races, as was the case on June 18
th

, 2015, in one of the 

churches in Charleston, South Carolina, which occurred shooting by a white 

youth that killed nine African-Americans. From this incident based on its 

history, America has a dark history of racial conflicts between whites and 

blacks. 

Racism is one of the problems that we often see in the life of the United 

States to this day, even though the conflict or racist treatment is different 

from the past. A lot of racist conflicts that are happening today even in all 

corners of the world proves that racism is still alive in the realm of human 

life. There are many campaigns and movements to overcome this crime, 
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unfortunately there are still many citizens in the world who seem to still be 

carrying out racist practices, one of which is in the United States. They often 

apply racism such as “black lives matter” or the right to equality, this does 

not make the United States free from racism. Many cases of crime and death 

have occurred such as the shooting of Jacob Blake until the death of George 

Floyd at the hands of a white police officer in 2020. 

The sad reality of racism is that it has existed throughout the world for 

thousands of years. Currently we see the manifestation of racism in various 

forms, one of the graffiti that insults race, destruction of property rights, 

intimidation, and even some physical violence. People also commit racist acts 

blatantly, such as insulting or telling jokes about ethnicity. This is so related 

to the opinion of Bonilla Silva in her ideology about racism, namely color-

blind racism. 

According to Ajrouch, the problem of racism until now has become a 

common pressure on African-American descent and has become a basic 

principle in the social and cultural life of US society (Ajrouch, 2010: 15). 

According to W.E.B Du Bois there is not a single country in the world where 

racism is considered important, for such a long time as in the United States. 

In this modern era, the practice of racism has become more real and felt under 

the leadership of Donald Trump. In the era of Donald Trump's leadership, 

racial discrimination is at an alarming level. Trump has turned racism from 

euphemism to more overt, by frequently making racist remarks to minorities. 

The white supremacist political practices and racist rhetoric from Trump 
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at the beginning of his leadership have made racist behavior and hate crimes 

more flourish in the United States. The incident over the death of George 

Floyd in the Trump era is the worst racist incident in the history of modern 

society. So that Donald Trump is seen as the most racist president in the 

modern history of the US because it is considered a trigger for racial divisions 

and conflicts in the United States. 

After Donald Trump left his job as president of the United Stated and 

was replaced by Joe Biden. Biden is considered to be able to bring major 

changes to the US, especially regarding the future of racism politics in the 

United States. Although some Americans implemented and carried out racist 

actions during Biden's tenure. Joe Biden also began to act and issued a 

national policy in the form of an executive "racial equality" in an effort to 

eliminate the practice of systematic racism that has long infected the United 

States of America. In his speech, Biden said that the United States 

government needed to change its entire approach to the issue of racial 

injustice, that racial equality programs could improve the economy of the 

American people. 

Although the reign of Joe Biden until now has not been able to 

completely eliminate racism in the United States, but anti-racist policies have 

indirectly presented better prospects for the future of the American nation. 

Moreover, Biden is fully supported by the multi-racial community in 

America, so that it can facilitate Biden in efforts to eliminate all forms of 

racial injustice in the United States. 
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E. Novel “Dear Martin” 

1. Synopsis of Novel “Dear Martin” 

After reading some reviews and analyzing the novel Dear Martin on 

the internet and getting information from www.amazon.com, the 

researcher was given a synopsis about this novel. Justyce McAllister is a 

African-American teenager, he is 17th years old. Justyce is a child who has 

a good personality, is an exemplary student, and always helps his friends. 

Because of traits and characteristics like that, he was awarded a 

scholarship to attend a prestigious high school in Atlanta. 

Justyce‟s life must be faced with racist behavior by white policemen 

who judge Justyce as a criminal offender based on the skin color of 

Justyce. At first he got the racist behavior when he was accused of stealing 

a car when he tried to drive home his drunk ex-girlfriend. Justyce collects 

a letter from Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and sees how the teaching of these 

letters may apply to modern American life. 

The reality is that Justyce still faced daily discrimination by his 

classmates who claim to be “color blind.” He also felt that he was not 

accepted wherever he was. This made Justyce forced to live in depression 

and feel that this was the worst. Justyce was also traumatized by police 

brutality which resulted in gunshot wounds to his body and death of his 

friend. Novel Dear Martin itself was written based on the true story of the 

shooting African-American teenager. 

 

http://www.amazon.com/
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

This part deals with the research method which presents research design, 

data collection technique includes; source of data and instrument, procedure of 

data collection, and technique of data analysis. 

A. Research Design 

The researcher used a qualitative method in this research. The term 

qualitative method applies to research that generates descriptive data on 

people‟s written or spoken words, as well as visible behavior in the broadest 

context (Steven, Robert, & Marjorie, 2016: 7). 

Robert stated that qualitative research entails into the meaning of 

people‟s lives in real-world situations and attempting to gather, incorporate, 

and provide data from a variety of sources of evidence as part of any given 

analysis (Robert, 2011: 8-9). 

Another method used by researchers is the descriptive qualitative 

method. According to Steven, a descriptive qualitative method is written or 

spoken words from the people and observable behavior to make a conclusion 

from the data (Steven, Robert, & Marjorie, 2016: 7-162). This method will 

focus on analyzing the central frames of racism in the novel “Dear Martin.” 
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B. Source of Data 

The researcher got the data from the novel “Dear Martin.” This novel 

was written by Nic Stone and was published in the United States of America 

in 2017 by Crown Books, New York. This novel has two parts with 23 

Chapters, Consists of 210 pages and the genres novel are African-American, 

criminal justice, fiction, and epistolary novel. 

 

C. Instrument of The Research 

In collecting data, the researcher used note taking as an instrument of the 

research. Note taking is a technique for taking notes when out in the field, 

reminding people that they will always have permanent observation and they 

will be sent to the place or things that researcher is interested in (Steven, 

Robert, & Marjorie, 2016: 84). After read the novel Dear Martin, 

summarizing every chapter of the novel and other supporting references, the 

researcher was made notes to classify the important points or sentences that 

are related to the problems and objectives of the research. 

 

D. Procedure of Data Collection 

In collecting data, the researcher was used the procedures as follows: 

1. The researcher read all chapter Nic Stone‟s Novel “Dear Martin” closely 

and comprehensively. 

2. The researcher looked carefully to get the suitable topic that can be 

analyzed. 
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3. The researcher identified racism conflicts that happened in the novel. 

4. The researcher noted that racism conflicts are based on central frames of 

color-blind racism. 

5. The last added related information about color-blind racism phenomenon 

in the novel from several references, articles, books, and journals. 

 

E. Technique of Data Analysis 

The data was used to analyze the central frames of color-blind racism by 

Bonilla Silva theory. Bonilla Silva theory mentioned four central frames of 

color-blind racism that are abstract liberalism of racism, naturalization of 

racism, cultural racism, and minimization of racism. The researcher analyzed 

four central frames of color-blind racism which relate to the problem of 

racism in a novel Dear Martin. 

This research used a qualitative method to analyze the data, because the 

data in this research is non-numerical. First, the collected data be identified 

and classified the act of racism in question, and then it will analyze the use of 

central frames of color-blind racism by Bonilla Silva theory. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

In this chapter, the researcher presents the data which are considered as 

racism based on Eduardo Bonilla Silva in the novel “Dear Martin” by Nic Stone. 

A. Findings 

In this part the researcher presented the data which were considered as 

racism based on Eduardo Bonilla Silva in the novel “Dear Martin” by Nic 

Stone. In understanding the data the researcher presented an explanation, P is 

Page and D is Data. The central frames of color-blind racism are experienced 

by minorities in Nic Stone‟s novel “Dear Martin. They are as follows: 

1. Abstract Liberalism 

Abstract liberalism of racism entails explaining racial issues using 

abstract principles when white people explain racists concerns, they use 

this frame to describe their abstract behavior. This frames is based on two 

supporting principles or ideologies, they are: 

a. Equal opportunity 

Equal opportunity explains that everyone will receive all rights, 

both white people and black people, but in reality this is often used to 

resist affirmative action to black people. In the novel Dear Martin, this 

action is shown by white people including Jared and his friends. Jared 

who did not receive justice when Justyce was able to get into Yale 

University. 
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Jared: I wanna discuss how affirmative action discriminates 

against members of the majority. 

Justyce: (Eyebrows rise). 

SJ: You‟re not even serious. 

Jared: Oh, I certainly am. Let‟s observe, shall we? I‟m ranked 

number two in our class, I‟m captain of the baseball team, I do 

community service on weekends, and I got higher test scores than 

Justyce…yet he got into Yale early action, and I didn‟t. I know for a 

fact it‟s because I‟m white and he‟s black. (P.40/D.1) 

 

From the quotation above when Doc as the leader of the school‟s 

debate team into the Class Evolution opens the discussion and Jared 

wants to discuss how affirmative action discriminates against members 

of the majority and compares his excess with Justyce. The argument 

shown by Jared is one of the frames of abstract liberalism, namely 

Equal Opportunity where it is often used as an affirmative action 

against black people. Jared‟s actions reflect that he rejects the justice 

that Justyce received in getting into Yale University, whereas he does 

not. He thinks that minorities are often given special opportunities to 

the inflicted of the majority. 

 

“You coming over here asking us to help you use a black girl is a 

big deal, Blake. That‟s not to mention you tossin‟ the n-word around 

like you own it.” 

Blake: You don‟t own it any more than I do, bro. Nobody owns 

words. I‟d think you‟d know that as someone “smart enough” to get 

into Yale. (P.63/D.2) 
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The quotation above happened while they were visiting Blake‟s 

birthday, talking about admission into Yale and offending the 

privileges of white people. Blake showed that people who are accepted 

into Yale University are only based on their intelligence, while Blake 

thinks that all those who are rightful to Yale must have all the 

advantages, especially white people who have more privileges. This 

made Justyce angry because of the affirmative action on racial equality. 

 

b. Meritocracy 

In this principle, white people believed that someone would be 

chosen and rewarded based on their hard work, not on their features. In 

this novel Jared‟s actions show that he has everything but justice. So 

this blames affirmative action on minorities who are selected into Yale 

University based on the rights of equality they receive, and When Quan 

Banks explain the legal system in life of African-American. The 

quotation of the action in question is as follows: 

 

Jared: Yeah it does. He took a spot I didn‟t get because Yale has 

to fill a quota…Sarah Jane: Justyce got in because he deserved to…. 

Jared: I deserved to get in too! Affirmative action is bullshit. (P.41-

42/D.3) 

 

From the quotation above when the debate is going on and 

discusses affirmative action, Jared argues that the minorities accepted 

at Yale University are not what he expected, because Yale provides 
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places and prioritizes minorities so that the quota of places provided is 

limited. This makes Jared think that equality only belongs to black 

people like Justyce‟s friends. 

 

Jared: Point is, it gives an unfair advantage to minorities. So, 

okay, Justyce and I might be “equals” or whatever. But there are other 

minorities without qualifications I have who will get in before I do. 

That‟s just not fair. (P.42/D.4) 

 

The quotation above when the debate is still on and Jared did not 

accept the fact that Justyce who first entered the Yale. Jared‟s argument 

to attack affirmative action and protect her privileges, he offends about 

the equality between himself and Justyce who according to him has the 

same qualifications to enter the Yale. But Jared did not care how hard 

Justyce got accepted into Yale University because Jared thought he 

deserved more than Justyce. Meanwhile, Justyce considers herself 

acceptable because of her hard work and intelligence. 

 

Jared: Whatever. All I know is that no matter what college I end 

up at, when I see a minority, I‟m gonna wonder if they‟re qualified to 

be there. (P.43/D.5) 

 

The quotation above while still in discussion and Jared refutes the 

opinion from SJ about the qualifications to get into Yale. Jared‟s 

argument again reflects the rejection of racial equality that occurs. 

Jared argues that minorities do not have anything to get a special place, 

one of them is getting into a college, because he thinks that white 
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people have more qualifications and requirements to get special places 

and privileges. 

 

“I know you all about getting ahead and everything, Justyce, but 

you gotta face reality at some point. These white people don‟t got no 

respect for us, dawg. Especially the cops. All they „protect and serve‟ is 

their own interest. You just gon‟continue to bend ya knee after they 

proved that shit by killing ya best friend?” (P.101-102/D.6) 

 

The quotation above when Justyce visited Quan Banks in Fulton 

Regional Youth Detention Center and they talk about the incident of 

Manny‟s murder. Quan explained and resuscitated the Justyce that 

white people only protect and serve themselves, and they do not respect 

black people because they only care about their life. And this was 

proven when Manny was shot by Garrett Tison 

 

2. Naturalization Racism 

Allows white people to rationalize racial issues by claiming they 

are natural occurrences. The act of color blindness in the novel Dear 

Martin is shown to the majority who think that racism is a natural 

phenomenon. Related things to racism are reasonable. Jared and his 

friends claim that color-blind racism in the United States has been 

implemented and even that racial equality already exists, so they think 

that the mistakes made by white people have become a reality that just 

happened. Following the quotes from frames of naturalization racism: 
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SJ: I know you‟d prefer to ignore this stuff because you benefit 

from it, but walking around pretending inequality doesn‟t exist won‟t 

make it disappear, Jared. You and Manny, who are equal in pretty much 

every way apart from race, could commit the same crime, but it‟s almost 

guaranteed that he would receive a harsher punishment than you. 

Manny: Why do I keep getting pulled into this? 

Jared: Obviously because you‟re black, bro. (P.18-19/D.7) 

 

The quotation above is when the debate is going on in the class, 

and their discussion switches from other topics to talk about the current 

legal system. SJ‟s argument shows that the issue of racism that occurs 

around the majority will never go away so that American society ignores 

these issues related to racism, racial inequality shows color blindness by 

nature. There is even an injustice received by black people when it comes 

to receiving punishment for committing crimes. Then Jared says to 

Manny confirm the fact that blacks including Manny and his friends are 

the fount of every fault or incident because they are black. 

 

Trey looks back and forth between Jus and Manny. “Don‟t get it 

twisted, my dawgs. These white boys might be standing here next to y‟ll, 

but y‟ll stiil ain‟t nothin‟ but niggas to them, ya heard me?” he says. 

“Ain‟t no amount of money nor intelligence can change that shit.” 

(P.29/D.8) 

 

From the quotation above when Jared and his friend invited 

Justyce to Halloween. They wear costumes that describe some 

stereotypes. Then a gang called Black Jihad. This gang led by Martel 

Montgomery, was annoyed with Blake‟s Klansman costume. One of the 
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gang members, Trey, punches Blake in the face. And Trey argues about 

the white people view of black people to Justyce and Manny that they still 

see black people as a Negro and that won‟t change. 

 

“That‟s what it was like for me at the new school. Everybody saw 

me as black, even with the light skin and green eyes. The black kids 

expected me to know all the cultural references and slang, and the white 

kids expected me to „act‟ black. It was a rude awakening for me. When 

you spend your whole life being „accepted‟ by white people, it‟s easy to 

ignore history and hard to face stuff that‟s still problematic, you feel me?” 

(P.72/D.9) 

 

From the quotation above when Doc visited the Justyce‟s dorm 

room to check Justyce after the incident on Blake‟s birthday, Doc asks 

about the situation and problem experienced by Justyce and Manny. And 

Doc tried to resuscitate Justyce about the life of the African-American by 

talking of experiences when he accepted injustice for the first time in his 

life. The fact which Justyce revealed when he first experienced new 

school was that white children saw the differences that black people had. 

They saw the difference in other things that were owned by white people, 

and made Justyce at that time trying to be accepted in the racist life she 

experienced. This shows that black people never forget history and blacks 

always face problems related to race. 

 

“You‟ll learn, young brotha. You‟ll learn. The Europeans 

succeeded in denigrating and enslaving peoples of African descent, but 

there‟s royal blood flowing through your veins, you hear me?” 
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Justyce nods and swallows. “Yes, Sir.” 

“People across the diaspora have been treated as inferior for so 

long, most of us have habituated to the lie of white superiority. But never 

forget,” Martel goes on. (P.115/D.10) 

 

From the quotation above when Justyce visited Martel the lead 

gang of Black Jihad in Wynwood Street. Justyce tries to be brave to join 

the gang because he feels hopeless over Manny‟s death. Argument from 

Martel explains the view of white people of African descent who are 

despised because of the superiority of white people. This argument that 

Justyce will never be seperated from the history of slavery Europeans 

from past history.  

 

3. Cultural Racism 

Cultural racism to explain the status of minorities in society, it 

relies on cultural reasons. In the novel Dear Martin, frames of color-blind 

are reflected in the attitude of Jared, a white teenager, who is also 

Justyce‟s school friend. His attitude showed frames of cultural racism 

when conducting a debate on equality led by Doc as the supervisor of the 

debate team. The quotes that show these actions are as follows: 

 

Jared: Okay, I‟ll bite. In my opinion, yes, we have reached full 

equality when it comes to race…Doc: Expound, please…Jared: Well, 

anyone born here is a citizen with full rights. There are people who claim 

certain “injustices” are race-related, but if you ask me, they‟re just being 

divisive. (P.16/D.11) 
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The quotation above when discussion in the class, they talk about 

equality. Jared explains about equality and offends the people who are 

against the injustice that only can divide. This is related to the social 

background and culture of the American community who live in their 

respective rights and equality, so it creates a color blind system. 

 

Jared: Well, anyone born here is a citizen with full rights. There are 

people who claim certain “injustices” are race-related, but if you ask me, 

they‟re just being divisive……Jared: America‟s pretty color-blind place 

now. (P.16/D.12) 

 

From the quotation above When the Doc opens the class Social 

Evolution and starts from discussion about the “Declaration of 

Independent” and Jared offended by injustices. Jared explains that 

American citizens have full rights from birth and injustice related to race 

according to him is only divitiated, this shows how the lives of the 

majority and minorities in America, and also some of American society 

always to offend related about the race, because America is one of places 

that look at race and color blindness are things the majority can do today. 

 

SJ: Sorry. It‟s just you‟re completely oblivious to the struggles of 

anyone outside your little social group. (P.16/D.13) 

 

From the quotation above when discussion in the class, Jared said 

to refer to the color-blind system to implement in America and SJ tried to 

provide an understanding of the lives of minorities. SJ‟s opinion is the 

fact that white people only see one side of black people. Where white 
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people are not aware of the struggle that minorities are doing in achieving 

equality. SJ gives his assessment of Jared who always blamed Justyce‟s 

poverty and racial equality accepted by minorities. 

 

SJ: I‟m serious. What about the economic disparities? What about 

the fact that proportionally speaking, there are more people of color living 

in poverty than white people? Have you even thought about that? 

(P.17/D.14) 

 

From the quotation above in the class and still in discussion. SJ 

gives facts to Jared who thinks that the black people live in poverty based 

on the economic gap. This shows that the culture of poverty is a form of 

color blindness by the majority towards minorities. 

 

Jared: Dude, Manny drives a Range Rover…Manny: What does 

that have to do with anything?...Jared: No beef, dude. I‟m just saying your 

folks make way more money than mine…Manny: Okay. They worked 

really hard to get to where they are, so... (P.17/D.15) 

 

The quotation above when in the class, Jared talked about the 

background of Manny‟s family. Arguments from Jared which compare 

Manny and Justyce who are same black people, unconsciously offend that 

Justyce‟s mother is considered lazy so that she lives in poverty, while 

Manny was born rich because he has a mother who works hard. This 

makes Manny think that all black people worked hard to get what they 

wanted. 
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Jared: I‟m just sick of people suggesting African Americans still 

have it so hard these days. I don‟t care what SJ says, Manny. Your 

parents are totally proof that things are equal now. (P.20/D.16) 

 

The quotation above when Jared, Manny, and their crew sit 

together in a room, Jared talks about racial inequality to a classroom full 

of millennials. Argument from Jared says that dealing with the attitude of 

African-American descent people is very difficult when related to 

equality. Jared only gave the fact that equality began to be shown from 

Manny‟s family which was quite rich. However, Jared still blames 

Justyce‟s background and does not agree with SJ‟s argument that always 

compares the minority and the majority. 

 

4. Minimization Racism 

Indicates that prejudice is no longer a major influence on 

minorities‟ life choices. This form of color-blind racism is almost similar 

to the form of cultural racism. Where people think that racism in the 

United States is a common thing. When they accidentally talk or throw a 

joke in front of black people, white people think it‟s just a joke. In the 

novel Dear Martin, Jared and his white friends often make jokes or insults 

about race. Here are some quotes related to minimization racism: 

 

SJ: God. This country is headed to hell in a hand basket with people 

like you at the helm, Jared…Justyce: (Chuckles). 

Jared: Anyway, to those unfamiliar with the US Constitution, 

thanks to the Fourteenth Amendment, every person in this country has the 
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right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness... (P.17/D.17) 

 

From the quotation above when in the class and discussion about 

the country club and system racial in the US. Jared to offend the racial 

system in American that minority communities must be familiar with the 

existing rules in the United States about racial equality, this shown that 

race in American is not a serious problem, they inclined to simplify of the 

various forms a racial discrimination around them and create an invisible 

racial attitude. 

 

Jared: Ah, here we go. Not every white person who kills a black 

person is guilty of a crime. Pretty sure the courts proved that yesterday. 

SJ: All the courts “proved” yesterday was that a white guy can 

kill and unarmed teenager and get away with it if the kid is black. 

(P.18/D.18) 

 

The quote above when SJ talks about the news, Shemar Carson is 

a black people killed by white people, and then talks about legal justice 

that happened. This is Jared again defending the majority against crimes, 

give an opinion on the black people who accidentally offended the 

minority for his opinion on the murder case. This shows that every 

mistake made by white people of course has a reason why they did that 

action, so here all mistakes and crimes lead to black people. 

 

Blake: You still totally wanna tap that, bro. 

Kyle: Too late, though. If Justyce is your competition, you‟re 

screwed, dog. “Once you go black,” right, Manny? 

Manny: [Snorts.] 
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Tyler: Too bad for SJ, Justyce has his hands full with Melo 

Taylor literally. 

Jared: Which makes no sense to me, bro. What the hell does a 

hottie like Melo Taylor see in a guy who can‟t afford a Happy Meal? 

(P.20/D.19) 

 

From the quotation above when Jared, Manny, and their crew 

Kyle, Tyler, and Blake in Bras Prep senior lounge which is set up like a 

restaurant. Kyle made a racist joke to Justyce about skin color. Kyle 

offends Justyce who is black and thinks that those who join the black 

competition will be in the same position and will look like Justyce, in the 

sense that people joined with Justyce in the competition would be on 

equal footing and will look inferior because of joining with a black 

people. 

 

Kyle: See, things really are equal nowadays, bro. A white kid can 

play a famous black dude in a play, and it‟s no big deal. 

Jared: Exactly! This is a color-blind society, my brethren. People 

are judged by the content of their character instead of the color of their 

skin. 

Kyle: Right, dude. Like I totally don‟t even see you as black, 

Manny! (P.21/D.20) 

 

The quotation above after the Social Evolution class ends. Jared, 

Kyle, Blake, and Manny are in the Bras Prep senior lounge. Jared is still 

upset with Sarah Jane over a class debate about racial inequality. Jared 

mentioned a speech from Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. about “I Have a 

Dream” and the performance of the Heritage Culture Drama when Jared 
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was in eighth-grade. Where white people black people characters which is 

not a problem, because today is society does not see color.  

 

Blake said “There‟s this fine-ass black girl here from Decatur 

Prep, and I was thinking you guys could wingman it up for me and shit. 

Home girl‟s got the fattest ass I‟ve ever seen, and I think if she meets my 

niggas, I‟ll have a good chance of getting‟ her upstairs. You feel me, 

dogs?” He nudges Jus and grins. (P.63/D.21) 

 

From the quotation above on Blake‟s birthday. Blake accidentally 

throws a joke to friends of Justyce who are both blacks. The jokes from 

Blake on Justyce‟s black female friends make them angry and offended 

by racist jokes made by whites, this shows Jared‟s friends always mention 

race which makes blacks feel sensitive. 

 

Manny: All right, y‟all, let‟s calm down before this gets outta 

hand…Justyce: It‟s already outta hand, Manny. Your boy Blake is a 

racist…Blake: What is it with you people and the god damn race card, 

huh? (P.63/D.22) 

 

From the quotation above Blake always offends the advantages of 

Justyce and is associated with race because Justyce is black people. The 

frames of minimization are shown when Justyce feels fretful and angry, 

and Blake again says that black people are sensitive people and always 

play their race card. This is a joke that is often uttered by whites against 

blacks and describes the actions of color-blind racism in the form of 

minimization. 
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“When we saw this black lady and with four kids, and this fool 

called her Shaniqua and make joke about baby daddies, I couldn‟t take 

anymore, Jus. I called him on it, and he rolled his eyes. Told me to „stop 

being so fucking sensitive.‟” (P.75/D.23) 

 

The quotation above when Justyce feels weird to Jared and his 

friends. Justyce went to his room and met with Manny, and Manny told 

about Jared being racist on a Saturday night at the festival. Jared with ease 

threw jokes at black people again and made Manny angry and annoyed. 

So Jared told him not to be a sensitive black person. This explains that 

Jared‟s actions describe a frame of minimization racism because the racist 

attitude from Jared offends to black people. 

 

For a good three minutes, it was dead silent. Then Mr. Julian 

sighed. “I wanna talk to you boys,” he said. 

I gulped , and glanced at Manny behind Mr. Julian‟s head. He 

looked hella nervous too, “uhh,…sure, Dad.” 

Mr. Julin nodded, “Today I overheard an employee refer to me by 

a racial slur.” (P.77/D.24) 

 

From the quotation above when Mr. Julian, Manny‟s father, 

walks into Manny‟s room and tells his experience in the office when 

white people called him racial slur. This shows the act of minimization 

racism against black people.  

 

“Man, please. This is my car,” Manny says. “I‟m done bending 

over backwards to appease white people.” He pushes a button on the 

steering wheel, and the music gets louder. “YOU WORTHLESS NIGGER 
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SONS OF BITCHES!” the guy shouts. “I know that motherfucker didn‟t 

just say what I think he did,” Manny says. (P.82/D.25) 

 

From the quotation above when Manny and Justyce are driving 

Manny‟s car. Manny was mad because his parents had just learned that 

Jared‟s father is suing Manny for the physical confrontation they had 

earlier in the week. They were playing loud music, and when they stopped 

at a red light, a white man in a Suburban disturbed them. Because Manny 

and Justyce refuse to turn down their music, he becomes increasingly 

angry. Manny against the attack from the white man and Jus becomes 

increasingly uncomfortable. The man shouting to Manny and making 

Manny angry and shouting back to a man, this showed that the swearing 

of Manny as a black person makes him not accept being treated like that. 

Because the views of whites are always right and always blame blacks. 

 

B. Discussion 

In this part, the researcher identified the data which were taken from the 

novel Dear Martin by Nic Stone. Based on the above analysis, the researcher 

found some data based on the problems raised. 

The researcher found an act of racism, namely color-blind racism which 

refers to the four central frames of color-blind racism. The data got from the 

novel “Dear Martin” by Nic Stone shows several actions related to the 

problem of racism that occurred. There are four central frames of color-blind 

racism, they are: 
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1. Abstract Liberalism 

The act of racism that shows the nature of abstract liberalism by the 

majority to the minority is quite clear from the two ideological principles 

of Equal Opportunity and Meritocracy. Where this is shown that the 

majority oppose affirmative action to also get racial equality and privileges 

given to minorities. 

The six data from abstract liberalism is clear. The two data explain 

that the Equal Opportunity action is against affirmative action when Jared, 

who is a white teenager, opposes that Justyce a black teenager, was 

accepted at Yale earlier because they only saw Justyce‟s intelligence and 

talent. According to Jared, equality provided by the minorities can only 

harm the majorities. 

From the ideology of Meritocracy based on the four data taken in the 

novel where the act of color-blind racism is shown by the majority that 

privilege is only owned by white people. This is back against affirmative 

action in racial equality, when racial equality is only given to minorities. 

The data obtained explains that white people should also have any 

place opportunity, this is against affirmative action to protect privileges of 

white people. Jared blames the advantages and opportunities received by 

the majority group, and wants to justify equality in order to get the justice 

he deserves. 

Then it is proven that there are abstract actions in the principle of 

meritocracy which explain that white people, especially the police, only 
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defend and serve their own benefits. This includes where white people 

protect their privileges.  

From the six data obtained in the form of color-blind racism, it proves 

that there is an abstract act that occurs in the novel and creates an act of 

color-blind racism that is accepted by the African-American community. 

 

2. Naturalization Racism 

The existence of racist acts in the frame of naturalization which means 

that racism is something that just happens based on natural and historical 

events that happened before. This makes the majority act racist and ignore 

racist issues that occur. This form illustrates that racism in the United 

States is an event that supports the existence of racial groups. From some 

of the data taken in this novel, the attitude of the majority sees racism just 

happening around them, they even commit racist acts. 

From the four data it is clear that the majority ignored racist events 

that happened after Jared ignored the issues of inequality. Then where 

Trey assumes that white people still see black people as Negro people and 

Doc‟s experience of his life face racist acts because it can not be separated 

from history. 

In this frame it can be defined that even though there is racial equality, 

inequality will never disappear and will continue to occur. This action 

shown here is where the view of white people to black people is always 

wrong, because racism is a natural occurrence and present from birth. 
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3. Cultural Racism 

Cultural racism is a frame of color-blind racism that supports racial 

differences in cultural practice that can be seen from the lives of racial 

groups. The act of racism shown in these frames is seen based on the 

social and cultural life of the minority. Poverty is the main thing that 

created racist actions that are accepted by minorities. The data obtained 

from the novel, it is clear that white people view to black people as a group 

who live in poverty because of their laziness. 

Some data obtained from the novel show that color-blind racism is 

clearly visible, especially in this frame. Based on the six data in this frame 

it is clearly a color-blind event in the United States today, and every 

person born there has their own rights, especially in claiming injustice 

based on race. 

Then explains about the social life of the American people who have 

implemented the color-blind system. The view that white people do not see 

the struggle of black people in achieving equality because they live in 

small groups. 

The data clearly show that where the majority blame the poverty 

culture of the minority in achieving racial equality and where Jared blames 

Justyce‟s life, which has a poor background and is associated with the 

nature of African-American descent who is quite harsh and sensitive. 

From the explanation of the data above, it can be seen that the frame 

of cultural racism shown in the novel and how white people view to black 
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people without looking at skin color but rather the background of life and 

culture. 

 

4. Minimization Racism 

The most visible racism shown in this novel is a frame of 

minimization racism. This frame really shows that the majority no longer 

see skin color but racial equality implemented in the United States makes 

racism happen, so they see only people not skin color. The racist jokes 

often played by black people intentionally make black people play their 

race card and mention the equality that each has. From the data found in 

the novel, it is clear that this act of racism seems to have occurred 

invisibly. 

The nine data explain that the majority always offend race and relate it 

to the mistakes and actions of minorities, so they feel angry and not to 

accept the view of white people to them. It is clear that blacks always 

make jokes related to race and offend black people and think they always 

play the race card and are known as sensitive people. 

Based on the data obtained, the existence of a system that is applied in 

African-American life is a matter of ignoring racist actions or issues. So 

that white people took it as normal, and made black people feel like they 

still accepted injustice. 

From the four central frames of color-blind racism above, the frame of 

minimization racism is shown more in the novel, because minimization 
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racism is a problem that most blacks experience in color-blind racism. After 

America implemented a system of racial equality, where now the minorities 

already have the same position as the majorities. They have been given a 

place, rights, and freedom in their lives, but the dark history that has been 

experienced by minorities (blacks) for racist acts will never be separated from 

their lives. 

The frame of minimization racism shows that white people have never 

considered racism as a serious problem in their United States, so this tends to 

lead to a color-blind attitude towards racist issues. 

This frame is also an attempt by white people to simplify all forms of 

discrimination that occur around them, because color-blind racism is an 

ideology where white people no longer see color but only people, then the 

frame of minimization is also a racism problem for the form of indifference 

and also the ignorance of white people about how dark history affects a black 

people‟s life today. 

After determining the problem of racist in the novel and related to real 

life, the frames of minimization racism is one of the most racist problems that 

often happen, because this frames make the white people act racist invisible 

and think it is a normal issue by throwing racist joke to a black people. 

From the discussion above color-blind racism shows the sociological 

issue based on the problem of human life that are described in two groups, 

between the minority (black people) and the majority (white people). The 

both group cause the problem in protecting their rights and equality that they 
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have. The existence of racial equality as explained in color-blind racism 

ideology shows that racist still exists and the actions are different from the 

past racist. This is described in the four central frames of color-blind racism 

which explain how the minorities experience racist acts shown by the 

majority in defending their rights. 

This research analyzed the conflict of racist in the novel Dear Martin 

used the theory of color-blind racism by Bonilla Silva, this theory is a new 

issue in the problem of racism. Based on the four thesis taken as previous 

findings also analyzed the issue of racist with the different conflict and 

literary work as an object. Third of fourth are the previous findings that used 

race theory to analyzed the issue of racist in all aspects, such as; political, 

economic, institutional, interpersonal, life, and community between majority 

and minority. Then, one of previous finding from Suryani‟s thesis (2021) 

which also analyzed the conflict of racism used theory color-blind racism by 

Bonilla Silva and the novel Dear Martin by Nic Stone as an object, this thesis 

only analyzed the three central frames of color-blind racism, such as; cultural 

racism, minimization racism, and abstract liberalism. 

In the thesis from Suryani (2021) explained that there are only three 

central frames of color-blind racism reflected in the novel Dear Martin from 

some of the data found, and then Suryani also focused on the color-blind 

racism conflict which is reflected in the novel used literary elements. Then 

for the result, Suryani found that there are still racist conflicts that occur in 

the novel, especially in the conflict of color-blind racism which is reflected in 
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the three frames of color-blind racism experienced by black people. While, 

this research analyzed the conflict of racist used the four central frames of 

color-blind racism in the novel Dear Martin, such as; Abstract liberalism, 

naturalization racism, cultural racism, and minimization racism with some 

new data found as the conflict of color-blind racism. For the result from the 

four central frames of color-blind racism, the researcher found the dominant 

frames of color-blind racism, namely minimization racism as the conflict that 

appears frequently in the novel Dear Martin, the conflict between black 

people and white people. 

The issues and racists act in this research based on the theory from 

Bonilla Silva, namely color-blind racism. Where this ideology tries to forget 

about racism by giving rights and freedom to minority, however, the majority 

still show racist attitudes for the interests in protecting their privilege. After 

seeing this conflict, the islamic view about racism is an act that is not 

accordance with the Fitrah of humans. Explained on Surah Ar-Rum verse 22 

that racism is an act forbidden in the religion; 

 

 

 

Based on the verse of holy Qur‟an above, where every Muslim is 

forbidden to commit racists act, Allah SWT. created different people to know 

each other not to mock each other. In the novel “Dear Martin” by Nic Stone 

reflected the racist act carried out by the majority against the minority which 
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makes life in society divided and breaks the kinship. One of the religions that 

are present in this world is Islam as the basis of human beings in carrying out 

the real life and offerring the concept of justice without any difference. 

Humans have been equipped with the purity of soul in the sense that they 

have not sin, and also equipped with the morals and mindset that underlie 

them in carrying out their lives. So that the presence of Fitrah makes humans 

show an attitude of devotion and can see positive values in life. If humans 

have damaged Fitrah then it will affect their mindset and behavior and be 

carried away in human life, one of the racist acts that changes the mindset of 

humans and causes damage to the order of life, harms other people, and 

divides the kinship. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

 In this chapter, the researcher presented conclusions and suggestions, 

after analyzed the novel “Dear Martin” by Nic Stone, the researcher give 

conclusions and suggestions to the readers 

A. Conclusions 

After analyzed the data, the researcher concluded based on the findings 

and discussion in the previous chapter, they are: 

1. In the problem of the research, the researcher concluded that there is an 

action of color-blind racism based on the found twenty-five quotations as 

data from the novel “Dear Martin” that are related with the four central 

frames of color-blind racism, such us; Abstract liberalism which have two 

principles ideologies; Equal Opportunity and Meritocracy, Naturalization 

racism, Cultural racism, and Minimization racism. 

2. Among the four central frames of color-blind racism, the researcher found 

a frame that is more dominant and as becomes matter in the issues of 

racism that occurs in the novel that is the minimization racism, because 

white people want to simplify all forms of racism with a color-blind racism 

system that is applied in African-American life. As an effort to ignore the 

racist actions that occur, this frames show that racist is an invisible thing in 

African-American life and various racist acts are no longer a serious 

problem. 
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B. Suggestions 

The novel “Dear Martin” is interesting to be read. Since it is related to 

the real life of racist act against African-American. This research also raised a 

new topic about racism that is color-blind racism. Based on the analysis and 

conclusions before, the researcher would like to give some suggestions, they 

are: 

1. The readers and the learners can understand and get more knowledge after 

reading this research, especially the topic raised about acts of racism in the 

form of color-blind racism and the four central frames of color-blind 

racism. 

2. We, as a community, can understand racism related to race, how other 

racists act, and especially for students of the English and Literature 

Department can analyze other literary works with the same issue about 

racism. 

3. The next researcher can analyze color-blind racism with the other works in 

the issue of racism. 
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APPENDIXES 

 

A. Biography of Nic Stone 

Andrea Nicole Livingstone known as Nic Stone was born on July 10, 

1985, in Suburb of Atlanta, and the only thing she enjoys more than an 

adventure, and she loves a good story about one. She is an American New 

York Times best-selling author of young adult fiction and middle grade 

fiction, best known for her debut novel Dear Martin and her Middle Grade 

debut, Clean Gateway. Her novels have been translated into six languages. 

Nic Stone is a native of Atlanta and a Spelman College graduate. After 

working extensively in teen mentoring and living in Israel for a few years, 

she returned to the United States to write full-time. Growing up with a 

wide range of cultures, religion, and backgrounds, Stone strives to bring 

these diverse voices and stories to her work. 

Dear Martin, her debut novel is loosely based on a series of true events 
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